
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If a book of fairy tales _____________________, he was sure to introduce
some of his philosophy, explaining the fairy tale by some theory of his own.
1.

(compile)

was being compiled

A state council _________________ in the church.2. (hold)was being held

Mass __________________________; and a priest was playing the organ.3.
(say/and/sing)

was being said and sung

Rosie felt that she ____________________ with.4. (trifle)was being trifled

She was doing constant kindness by her example; but nobody can tell the
woe of her long days and nights, the solitude of her spirit, as she
___________________ by such hard ways to the knowledge of higher truth
and experience.

5.

(lift)
was being lifted

So she thought she _________________ as a decoy!6. (use)was being used

Her lover ___________________ to death.7. (choke)was being choked

The ship _________________ into splinters.8. (tear)was being torn

The two first knew that the cash-box _____________________ for by their
master, but did not know what it was he wanted to put into it.
9.

(inquire)
was being inquired

Some wooden machinery had just given way on one of the wharves, and
huge fragments _____________________ along.
10.

(float)were being floated

It was next seen that all sail _________________ on the frigate.11. (make)was being made

The torch still burned beside him, and the raft plunged on its dizzy course,
but his mind was wandering far away, and the past __________________
over again.

12.

(live)
was being lived

He ________________ to a chair.13. (lead)was being led
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Just as the body ___________________ in the ground the other woman's
husband came running up, dressed, as far as anyone could see, in no clothes
at all.

14.

(place)

was being placed

Troubles came of this, for many of them stayed inactive in garrison towns
in the rear, without attempting to tickle up the backs of the enemy behind us,
and we ____________________ back on France.

15.

(drive)were being driven

He ________________________ on his board.16. (carry out)was being carried out

Her dying mother ____________________ to a hospital, and through the
curtains of her litter she had seen her daughter.
17.

(carry)
was being carried

Refreshments ____________________ under the rotunda.18. (serve)were being served

The tents ____________________ and for a long time Miriam vainly
sought her husband.
19.

(strike)
were being struck

He felt, in a vague way, that he and Susan ________________________,
which is not a pleasant feeling to persons with a certain pride of character.
20.

(patronize)

were being patronized
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